The cities are growing and the scale of development is changing, so there is a need for proper placement of dominants not only from a commercial point of view, but also according to the architectural and artistic image of the city.
There is a tendency towards building obviously attractive places from a commercial point of view, when their attraction often gets lost. This is construction in pine forests, birch groves, where the anthropogenic influence of The core of the new centre is formed on one of the green diameters that are adjacent to the Yenisei River. It is supposed to be established from major planning complexes combined into a single compositional structure by the system of flowing areas (Fig. 3) . Behind the main square there will be a palace and park area with the adjacent theatre This will also help to creatively deflect scientific principles at the level of urban-planning design, which will largely improve the scientific justification of the adoption of design decisions on such complex issues of urban-planning.
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